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Abstract. High complexity of modern quality management systems
(QMS) leads to the need for new tools aimed to support them and
implement continuous improvement. The key process to manage the
quality level is quality assurance. The paper investigates process
information integrity and consistency as properties or quality assurance
process. Some basic approach for organizing data integrity metrics is
described. An approach for QMS requirements assurance based on SysML
modelling language is proposed.

1 Introduction
Data integrity and consistency for quality assurance. It is obvious that data within
Quality Management System (QMS) has its own life cycle associated to how it is
generated, filed, communicated and transferred. This means that they are managed in
parallel to the process they are part of. The same data type can imply different aspects
according to their life cycle.
It leads to a situation when outputs of a process become the inputs of others without the
necessary coordination of formats and semantics of the transferred information. As a
consequence an effect emerged when low-quality information at the input of correctly
working system can worsen its output to the unacceptable level.
It can be supposed that a process is run properly (whatever this term means in given
case) only if its input agreed to a certain requirements. The analysis of quality tools from
[1] has shown that some of them contained techniques to check this correctness. However
such an approach is not suggested explicitly for all the tools used for quality assurance.
We guess that data quality control of information at transition phases within complex
system could become a new quality assurance tool. The value of the tool would be
proportional to the complexity and a number of processes controlled by QMS.
The application of such a tool would consist of five steps:
 definition of necessary criteria of information integrity and coherence with respect to
features of the process;
 definition of the performance requirements (metrics) for the processes;
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 control of requirements implementation defined in the second phase based on process
information; the control is carried out for all processes;
 information transfer monitoring; correction of the transfer process if necessary;
 validation of the entire system to check integrity and coherence of information from
start to end.

2 The tools to maintain process data integrity
Getting an acceptable (i.e. fitting the given requirements) process data can be achieved with
two main approaches [2]:
1. Retrieving data of different quality from multiple sources and applying to them some
methods to eliminate or minimize mutual discrepancies.
2. Applying different methods to maintain mutual integrity and data consistency at all
stages of their origination, transmission and processing.
The first approach in most cases is based on heuristic analysis of given data. For
example, Kroha et al., [3] investigated the use of semantic web technology to check the
consistency of requirement specifications. Sabetzadeh et al., [4] proposed a tool-supported
approach for checking the consistency of a distributed model and enabling the checking for
the inter-model properties of a set of models. Groher et al., presented an incremental
consistency checker which allows one to define and redefine constraints [5].
The second approach is supposed to be more effective in the case of the QMS. Indeed, if
processes are defined and documented, it is much easier to keep their data consistent on all
stages. Uncoordinated processes execution with further reconciliation requires much more
efforts. The supposed means to maintain comparability are based on tracking process
requirements throughout their transformation within the QMS. The traceability is defined as
the ability to describe and track the existence and transformation of a certain artefact
(object, requirements, document etc.). The artefact can be traced within its lifecycle from its
origin to the end of the process (forward direction) and from the process result to its origin
(backward direction). Often traceability is considered as a way to document the entire life
cycle requirements. Traceability is defined as the ability to describe and follow the life of
an artifact which is developed during software lifecycle in both forward and backwards
directions [6]. Traceability is an important approach to manage requirements effectively [7]
and a vital practice in an organization [8]. Traceability must also cover all aspects in terms
of scope and coverage, including system level scope and all of the four types of coverage,
as defined by Bashir et al., [9].
Requirements traceability allows to trace path of requirements, its source (person,
group. regulatory document) and transformation points. In case system analysis shows that
a certain function is not used, you can determine the purpose for which it was implemented
initially. Tracking is a key element of audit (performance requirements requirement the
requirements) and process validation and result verification.
We suppose using four main types of tracking [10]:
 between the source requirements, including the source itself, the stakeholders and the
actual requirements;
 between requirements and requirements, such as functional and non-functional
requirements;
 between requirements and other system artefacts, such as specifications, architecture,
and test specifications;
 between one third-party artefacts and other third-party artefacts that define the possible
connections and dependencies between them. These relationships are particularly
important in complex systems.
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Developed and widely used by a large number of tracking algorithms, which can be
divided into two main groups: forward/backward propagation and the method of
derivatives. Algorithms of the first group have the task of monitoring the chain, which is
continuous in all directions, from initial requirements to implementation. Algorithms of the
second group is based on the assumption that some requirements generate other, and
formed by the graph of the derived requirements, ranging from initial requirements to
implementation.

3 SysML application to model data integrity
SysML is a de-facto modelling language for system engineering. It consists of
 requirements;
 functional / behavioral model;
 performance model;
 structural /component model;
 other engineering analysis models.
From the QMS point of view it makes sense to concentrate on three groups of
requirements:
 initial requirements. Requirements that are present prior to performing any action within
a process;
 transit requirements. The requirements on the intermediate phases of processing or at
the transfer phase from one process to another;
 resulting requirements. Requirements for the product of at the one of the process.
The most important goal for a data integrity tool is to establish clear and unambiguous
relationships between the source and result requirements through the transit requirements.
We supposed that in case of exclusion specific for field of application parts it is possible
to use some SysML subset to model data integrity for quality assurance (QA). While
applying data tracking to various processes we discovered that the subset should contain
only 2 (out of 9) diagrams:
 block definition diagram;
 requirements diagram.
Initially we guessed that subset should contain two more diagram types and that
Activity Diagram and Internal Block Diagram could also be effectively used to support data
integrity. However we discovered that they provide too “fine grain” process structure for
QA. Being good for detailed and complex system model they do not add new functionality
in regard to process requirement traceability. Considering every process as a “black box”
with incoming, internal and outgoing process requirements was more understandable both
for quality engineers and for experts in subject area.
The application of SysML as a “pure” quality assurance tool consist of following steps:
1. Block diagram creation for all processes that are critical for QA.
2. Requirement definitions for every process denoted as a block within Block diagram.
3. Requirement modelling for every process and every connection line between processes.
It allows to control for data transfer integrity;
4. Revision of created model in order to find inconsistencies.

4 Process metrics and their application
According to the studies data quality should be considered as a multi-dimensional concept
[11-16]. A number of such a dimensions are accessibility, completeness, ease of
manipulation, objectivity, relevancy, timeliness etc. [17].
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A selection of specific dimensions depends on the subject area. For every process it
should be performed a detailed definition for each dimension and made a choice needed to
achieve a given level of quality. Since it is a complicated and time-consuming task it is
reasonable for practical implementation of the QMS to fix some minimal level of
dimensionality for all processes. Based on the paper to the minimum set of the dimensions
should include correctness, completeness, integrity and actuality.
The defined in dimensions allow to generate metrics for virtually any requirement. The
most difficult tasks for that process are:
 selection of dimensions that reflect the specific needs and properties of the business
processes to the greatest extent;
 combination of metrics to obtain one or more integrated assessments;
 decision making based on the analysis of the metrics values.
For the combination of metrics is proposed to use three key operation [9]:
 a simple relationship;
 the extremum (minimum / maximum);
 weighted average.
An algorithm for data quality assessment process consists of following steps:
1. Perform subjective and objective assessments of data quality for each specified
dimension. In other words, each dimension has at least one pair of normalized
evaluations consisting of subjective and objective measures.
2. Compare the results of the assessments to identify discrepancies.
3. Determine the cause(s) of the discrepancies.

5 Conclusion
The complexity of modern quality management systems requires new tools for their
maintenance and continuous improvement. Their coherent application within a QMS is
often not seen as a priority. That leads to the difficulty of coordination between elements of
the QMS. The article suggested that the data flow coordination between these quality tools
may be a separate quality assurance tool for the QMS.
The tool is based using data integrity model to ensure information coherence within the
system as a whole. The method of using this tool is proposed. Quality of information in the
QMS is the way her grades and achievements. It is shown that, since the quality is
evaluated by the consumer assessment of the quality of information should be performed to
requirements by tracking their performance in all the processes of the QMS. The method of
combining the quality metrics and its application on the basis of a matrix matching
assessments.
Two SysML diagrams are used.
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